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On the Functions with Bounded Real or Imaginary Parts. 
by Yasuharu SASAKI. 
Faculty of Engineering, Fukui University. 
Abstract. 
In this paper we consider the class IS of the functions of the form 
00 
(A) F(z) = ::E a1l z1l (al=l) 
11=1 
regular and univalent in the unite circle such that 
1) 
(B) I R(F(z)] I <M or I I(F(z)J 1 <M. 
In § 1 and 2 we will treat with the coefficient problem and some inequalities which hold 
true for RCF(z)J. lCF(z)) and for I F(z) I of the class ®. In § 3 and 4, applying the 
transformation used in § 1 and 2, we will add some properties of the mapped region of I z I 
< 1 by the function of the class ~, and in the last section we will find the radius of univ-
alency for the functions which are regular in I z I < 1 and have the properties (A) and (B). 
Let 
00 
(1.1) F(z)=::Eallzll (al=1) 
11=1 
be a function regular and univalent in I z I < 1. If F(z) is bounded in I z I < 1, t', e, 
1 F(z) 1 <1II (I z 1<:-1), 
2, 
then we have, by G. Pick, 
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1 / a2/ ~ 2 (l--,M-). 
In this"section we will find the analogolls property for az, when Fez) belongs to the class ® . 






Therefore the same inequality is also true for the functions of the class .£), and the equality 
M IT =4 holds for the functions 
1 1--/-z 
F (z)=2 log-l'=:Z and 
. I Ii-iz 
F (z)= 2i logl_iz 
4) 
which belong to the class ®, where the logarithm is taken sllch that the value is 0 for z= O. 
Hence, for the functions of the class ® , 
M~-"!­
-4 
and IT/ 4 cannot be replaced by any greater number. 
Now we consider the function 
(l.3) 
2 (';xP--N F(z)-1 4M ¥"(z)=N ----2----. CN=---;-~I) 
exp LV F(z)+l 
where F(z) belongs to the class ® and J 1 (F(z)) J <M. Then cp(z) is regular and univalent 
in ! z; < 1, and by rv = cp(z) the unite circle in z-plane is transformed into a region in W-plane 
which lies entirely in the circle i wi < N. 
And more, by simple calculations, 
q>(Z)==zl-ilzz2 + (as-- 3';'z)Z:) + ............ . 
Hence, by the theorem clue to G. Pick, we have 
I lil21~2(I-i\T) 
If F(z) is of the type (A) and i R(F(z)J j < M, we can prove this inequality by the similar 
way, using 
CIA) 
in replace of 0.3) . 
N eXP--}F(Z)--1 
q>(z) - 'i ~~2c-i~~~-
exp-N-F(z) + 1 
.." '1 1) That the number L;( ---xr- 1n the above result is the best possible one is shown as follows. 
The particular function 'h(Z)' defined by 
(1.5) q>e1(Z) (l~eZ)2 • (I e 1 =1) (1-Nq>1(Z)]2 
is regular bOlmded (I Chez) I <N) and univalent in I z I < 1 and 
1P1(z)=z·j-2e (1- .;, )z2 -1- ........... . 





(1. 7) F(z)=~log N+i(/"l(Z) 
2i N-i(/"l(z) z + ~ b"z", (I R(F(z)) / <!If) 
"="2 
which belong to the class ®, we have 
1 azl =2(1--;-), 1 b"21 =2(1- ~ ). 
Thus we have the conclusion stated as follows. 
Theorem 1. 
00 
Let F(z) = ~a,,2" (al=l) be allY jtmctioll of the class ®, tl/en 
\1=1 
1 azl ~2 (1-- Jv), N= 4:'. 
And in this inequality 2 0--:1-) cannot be replaced bv any smaller ?lUmber. 
§ 2. 
Let F(z) be a function of the class ® and; 1 (Fez)) ! < M, then the function cp,~z), defined 
by (1.3), is regular and univalent in I z: < 1 and rnorever 
1 (/" (z) 1 <N. (/"(0)=0, (/"'(0)=1. 
5) 




by the theorem due to G. Pick for 
tXp -; F(z)--l 
N1"~ N 2 ~NR, 
tXp -y-F(z) 1-1 
1 + 1 z I -1/(1 -I- I z I )2 - £!.N -1 1 Z I 
1" = -----=~_-===__= 
1 + I z I +\/(1-[ I z 1 )2--<tN-1/ z 1 
_ l/(f-TZTl_=t-_;rN-ll ~-(~I~ 
R - 1/(1-1 zl)2+4N-=--ilzr +(1-1 z I) 
And the equality sign in (2, I} takes place when and only when F(z) is of the form 0.6), 
where 9'l(Z) is defined bI (1..5). 
tXp --F(ls 1)-1 
Now, putting ~ =-:--------, we have 
txp~FClzl )+1 
and 
F(z)= ~IOgv (V= ~~.~ ). 
1+~ The domain I' <j ~ r < R in ~-plane is mapped by V = 1- ~ to a ring domain in 1/ -plane, 
the boundary of which are two circles C and K. (Fig.I) 
Centers C, K and radii po, P K of the circles C and 
K are respectively given by 
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1\ 1\ 
and, from I AV B[ n/'2, [EV 1'[ if/2 in Fig. 1, we get 
(2.4) 
and equality signs in (2.8) and (2.4) take place when and only when Fez) is defined by (1.6). 
If Fez) is of the type (A) and IR(F(z))j < M, the same results (2.8) (2..1) can be attained 
by using cp(z) defined hy (1.4) and extremal cases in OL~r) (2.4) hold when and only when 
F(z) is defined hy 0.7). 
Hence we have the following results. 
Theorem 2. 
We put, for any function F(z) o/:,'tlu class @i, 
F(z)=_N2--1ogV (I I(F(z)) I </JJ1) , F(z)=-~-logV (i R(F(z)) I <M). 
"-I 
Tllen we have the properties (2 . .'r) and (2.4), where N= tJ.·lJf ant! r, Rare giZJel1 by (2.2). 
'IT: 
Ami there exists the /ttnction oj tIle class '~ /or zohich tlu equalities in (2. :~) and (2.4) IIOlt! trite. 
From this theorem and Fig. 1, we obtain 
(2.5) .l=l{ < I VI < I±-R If-/(= = I-R 
and 
(2.6) 2R I argVI ~Oo=tan-lI_R2 =2tan- t /( 
for the functions 
(2.7) F (.l)=-~--logV = -'1-(IOg I VI -t-iargV) 
and 
(2.8) N N F(z)=-2i1ogV =T(argV-ilog I VI)· 
If the equality takes place in (2.5), we get, by Fig. I, 
and 
l-R 
v= l+R or 
l+R v=--l-R 
I(F(z))=-~-argv=O for (2.7) 
N R(F(z))=2-argV=O for (2.8) 
and, as 1/ is on the circle K, F(z) is of the type 0.6) or 0.7). Conversely. if F(z) he of 
the type O. (j) or (I. 7), the equality in (2.5) holds for the two points in z-plane which corres-
pond to V= -i~~and v=-}~~. Similarly the equality in (2.6) holds when and only when Fez) 
is of the type O. G) or 0.7) and z is corresponding point in z-plane to 
l-R2 2R 
v= 1+R2-±i-1 +R2 , 
and, for such points z, I V I = 1 and 
RCF(z)J= ~ log I VI =0 for (2.7) 
N 
I(F(z)J= -~2-10gl VI =0 for (2.8) 
Hence we have the following 
Theorem 3. 
Let .F(z) be any fUllction of the class ® and jl(.F(z)) j < M, then in I z I < I, 
, N l·I-R I R(Jf(z)] I ~-2-10g-r=k 
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- N I I (F(z)] I;;;;:' 2tan-lR, 
h · C 4lVI were R ts gillell by 2.2) and N= -n-' 
1/ F(z) be 0/ the class -~ and I R (FCz)J I < M, tlun the same results llOld true bye:rc!la1t-
ging R(F(z)) and I(F(z)). 
The equality Can be attained only /01' the points ill z-plalle 1fJhich correspond to 
N N F(z)=±~logV or F(z)=±2i1ogv, 
l-R V l-R2 _. 2R ( ) (1 (') (J "") whereV= 1 +R- or =-f+R2- -f t 1 +Rt ' and _F.z isgizJllby .) or .,. 
And the points Fez) corresponding to SUc/1 points lie on the real-axis or on tlu imaginary-
axis. 
~ 3. 
Let FCz) be any function regular and univalent in I z I < ], and 
IFCz)I~/M, F(O)=O, F/(O) = 1 , 
then it is already known that the mapped domain JJ of I z I < 1 by W = F Cz) contains the 
circle 
I WI < M(2M-I-2 \/ M(M-l)). 
And a boundary point of D is on this circle when and only when FCz) is of the form 
F(z) z 
--- ----=---- ---., -, I e 1=1. 
(1-t;'F(z)]2 (1 f-ezJ-
We intend to consider, in this section, the same problem for the function Fez) of the class ~ . 
. From the above theorem, the circle 
J WI < l\~oo (Po=2N-I-2'/N(N~=I)) 
is contained in the mapped domain of i z I < 1 by TV = tp(z) , whereso(z) is defined by (l.3), if 
I I (F(z)] I < M. 
l+~ Putting ~(z)=N~ and V=--r=-r-' then we have 
Z=F(z)=--} lOgV=-:-(lOg I VI +iargV), 
and, by the transformations W=NC v= ~~i, the circle IIV i < Npo is mapped to the circle H: 
j V -a I < p in V -plane, where a=_l~~PlJ~ and p= __ 2[!o are center V-"lah~ 
1-,00- 1-,002 
and radius respectively of the circle H. (Fig. 2) 
On the boundary of the circle H, we have 
V=a+pe ilJ • (0;;;;: 0 <2;r) 
argV=tan- 1 psin{} . 
a -1 peos{} 
Hence the circle is mapped to the closed curve C; 
N 
R(Z] = T 1og(a2 + p2 + 2apcoso) 






in the Z-plane by the fnnction Z =-{ logV, and therefore the inside of the circle H corresponds 
to the inside of the closed curve C. 
As the domain in W-plane, to which the circle I z 1< 1 is mapped by W = tp(z), corresponds 
to the mapped domain B in Z-plane of i z I < 1 by Z = Fez), we get the conclusion that the 
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inside of the curve C lies entirely in the domain B. 
In the above discussion, as the boundary of C corresponds to the boundary of the circle,! Wi 
= Npo, we get, by the theorem cited at the begining of this section, tint the curve C has at 
least a boundary point of the domain B when F(z) is of the type (1. ()). 
The similar results for the case I RCFCz)) I < M can be attained hy the method nsing in ~ 2. 
Thus we have the theorem as follows. 
Theorem 4. 
Let F( z) be any junction 0/ the class ® and 11 (F(z)) I < AI, thell tile mapped domain B 
oj I z 1< 1 by W=F(z) cOntains the inside 0/ the closed curz!e C ; 
N R(W]=~-4 ·}(lg(a2+f2·t2apcos8) 
N psino I( W] =--tan- 1 ... . ..... ~-. 2 a+pcos(j 
(0: parameter) 
And the domain B has at least one 0/ it's boundary points on the bOllndary 0/ C whan and 
only 7fJhen P(z) is of the type O.£i). 
If F(z) be of the class ® and I R(F(z'))! < M, the same reslIlts hold trl/e by exchanging 
the CllY7'e C to tIle curr,e C/ which is got through rotating C by the angle-rr/2 about tIle origin. 
§ 4. 
We have already known the foilowing theorems for the mapped domain B of I z I < l' by 
W = F(z) which is regular univalent and normalised in I z I < 1. 
CO If WI and 1172 are the boundary points of the domain B and lie on the opposite side 
with respect to the origin on the straight line passing through W = 0, then at least one of 
III 
i W 1 I or I 11721 is not less than 1/2. 
7 ) 
(ij) If the domain B is convex, then at lea.st one of: '1/11 or 1 W2 1 is not less than IT/4. 
We add to a similar property for the mapped domain B. 
Let F(z) be a function given above, and we assuil1e that 
(4.1) il(e- iIlF(z)] I <71:/4, (IX: real) 
i, e, the domain B lies ihside the stripe region S, the boundary of which is two parallel lines 
having the distance IT/4 from the origin and with the direction a. Then 
(4.2) 
is regular and univalent in J z I < 1 and 
r 'F(z) I < 1, 1fT(0) =0 
Therefore we have, by the theorem due to Schwarz, 
(4.3) lfT(z)=z 
(£! . .4) , eirt. 1 +e- irt.z fi (z)= 2 log l-e- illZ • 
So that, if F(z) is not the function of C 4.4), C 4.1) is impossible and, for F(z) in C 4.4), the 
boundary of the domain B is coincide with the boundary of the stripe region S. Hence there 
exists a point Zo C 120 I < 1 ) for which i 1 (r irs. F(zo))] is not less than rr/4, if the FUllction FCz) 
is not of the form C 4.4). Being a arbitrary we can state as follows. 
Theorem 5. 
Let Fez) (F(O) = 0, F/CO) = 1) be any function regular alld 1tniz'alent in] z 1< 1. 
78 
Ij F(z) lIt- e:z 2e: log-l_e:z (ie: I =1), then there e"(ists a ittner point of the mapped domain oj I z 1< 1. 
by T¥=F(z) which lies outside or OIZ the boundary of the stripe region made by two parallel 
lines havt'1zg the distance rr/4 jrom the origin and with arbitrary direction. 
And if F(z)==-2~lOg 11+ e:z (I € 1=1), tllen the ab07Je result is also trite exce-ltt one direction of 
. e: -€Z .r 
two parallel lines 
§ 5. 
Let F(z) be a function of the type (A) and r I(F(z)) I < M. then 
exp--~ F(z)-1 
(5.1) q>(z) = N-------(N=4Mjrc) 
exp ~ F(z)+l 
is regular in I z I < 1 and 
I q>(z) I <N, q>(O)=o, q>/(O)=l. 
S) 
Therefore, by the theorem of Diel1donll.;~, 'P(z) is univalent 
1-Nz / 
and we have, for the function q>(z)=Nz N~z ' q> (())=O. 
As the univalency of F(z) follows from that of <p(z), F(z) 
We have, for the function defined by 
1-j-zJ:~-l\T;J-
L' N N-z 
.l'(z)=--log------- --, 
2 1-z }-Nz_ 
N--z, 
1-21VZ-j- z2 
F/(z) =N --Cr='z2)(N ~ 2z I- N z2j-
in I z I < p, where P=N-l/N2-1. 
is also univalent in I z I < p. 
and F/(p) = O. So that p is the best possible number for univalency. 
That the above argument is also true for the function of the type (A) and, R(.F(z)) I < M 
can be proved by the similar manner, taking 
N exp ; F(z)--l 
(5.2) q> (z) =--,-- ------ .----------
1 exp~ F(z) + 1 
N 
instead of (5.1). 
Thus we have the following 
Theorem 6. 
Let F(z) be any function which is reglliar normalised in! z I < 1 and I R(F(z)) I < M or 
j/(F(z)) 1< M. thell F(z) is univalent in ! Z I < iV -YN:! -=-{, where N = 4.Al/rr. And the number 
N-VN2-1 cannot be replaced by any greater one. 
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On the cause of redding occured when the silk bleached 
with hydrogen peroxide. 
Uichiro MIY AOKA, Tooru SHIMIZU 
The degllmrned ~;iJk is commonly treated with hydrogen peroxide in oder to improve its whiteness. 
During this treatment the silk often shows pink colour. 
We have engaged to study the cause of this phenomenon and confirmed to come from the oxidation. of 
tyrosine as a constituent of silk. 
we have also found the optimum conditions to prevent the "redding" with regard to the concentration of 
hydrogen peroxide, pH of the solution uSt!d and the temperature for the bleaching. 
This is a part of our work on the investigations to prevent the browning or Yellowing of the silk fibre. 
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